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glowing green electric lamps which gave the little piglet so
pathetic and spiritual an expression that it required a hardened
heart to carve and eat it. The tongues were not those round,
anaemic arrangements that so reluctantly consent to abandon
their tins but the aristocratic instep-like glazed tongues, with
paper frills to hide their nakedness, such as used to decorate the
windows of chic restaurants.
I spent a day at Hongkong, a day of excessive heat, although
it was early in April, and of drizzling rain that concealed all the
attractions of the place and accentuated all its worst points—its
dirt and the squalor of the streets and its overcrowding. A visit,
under an umbrella, to the Gardens was followed by a pleasant
hour or two with the Vice-Chancellor of the Hongkong Univer-
sity who had just returned from China where he had been
successful in obtaining for the University a large sum of money
from the " Boxer Indemnity Fund "—compensation paid by the
Chinese Government for the damages, and the expenses incurred,
in the 1900 rebellion. Great Britain's share of these moneys is
distributed for Chinese educational purposes. The steamer
left for Shanghai the same evening. The weather, which up to
now had been very hot, completely changed and we experienced
a cold and rough passage.
The traveller on his way to the Far East will be, asked many
times if it is his intention to visit Shanghai. Should he not be
going there his decision will be met by expressions of surprise.
" God alive, Man ! Not going to Shanghai. Why they have
. the longest American Bar in the Far East there ! " They
have ; and a great many other bars which if not as long are
quite as frequented. After its longest bar Shanghai seems
principally proud of its "Night Life/' It too left me
unimpressed. The little I saw of it was rather squalid and very
vulgar*
Parts of the city are fine. Immense sums of capital have been
invested there—and immense profits have been made in the past.
There has been great extravagance in expenditure and in
construction but the trade of China's principal port may have
justified it.
There is no doubt that though there may be during the next
few years fluctuations in British import trade into China the
fact remains that the former days of great prosperity have gone
for ever. More especially is this so in the case of Manchester
cotton goods.

